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Abstract. In 1975 and 1976, Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman conceived and introduced fundamental new methods that changed how communications are secured. Their
landmark paper “New Directions in Cryptography” explained both public key cryptography
and what would become known as Diffie-Hellman key exchange. These ideas, influenced
and augmented by a few souls within a small community, set the world on a new course
by establishing novel cryptographic techniques for protecting information transmitted over
untrusted channels. Our aim herein is to consider how public key cryptography has changed
the world, and in particular its impact on society. We review the original contributions
of Diffie and Hellman, and provide context to relate these to pre-existing and subsequent
cryptographic techniques. Aided by this understanding, we connect their contributions to
resulting major changes in society. To retain accessibility for non-specialists, our treatment largely avoids mathematical details, while selectively introducing technical terms to
maintain technical accuracy.

1

Security background

We begin with some basic concepts and terminology to develop a working vocabulary. When
information is transmitted over a physical channel (physical line) such as a traditional phone
line, cable, or optical fibre, the line may be physically shielded or isolated, to reduce the
risk of unauthorized access such as by a physical wiretap. If such a communication channel
is accessible to unintended parties, it is called an open or untrusted channel. In general,
ordinary information (plaintext) sent over untrusted channels is at risk of interception. For
example, plaintext sent over a radio channel is accessible to anyone with a suitable wireless
receiver.
A common defense is to convert plaintext characters into a related sequence of characters
(ciphertext) that are not meaningful even if intercepted. To do so, at the sender’s end a
sequence of instructions (called an encryption algorithm) is used to convert plaintext to
ciphertext, which is then transmitted. To recover the plaintext, the operation is reversed at
the receiver’s end by a decryption algorithm.
In this way, encryption provides a confidentiality property, whereby the meaningful content is available only to authorized parties. Unauthorized parties cannot recover the plaintext because the encryption and decryption algorithms require a secret number, which may
be viewed as a random string of 0s and 1s; 128 of these would be called a 128-bit cryptographic key. The aim is that only the sender and recipient (i.e., their computing devices)
share this secret key.1 Historically, decryption requires the same key as used for encryption;
in this case we use the terms symmetric-key algorithms and symmetric keys.
Distinct from confidentiality or secrecy is the concept of authentication. The ability
to recognize individuals (entity authentication) is taken for granted in human-to-human
interactions, but more challenging in written communications. (Can you be sure that the
postcard you have received is legitimately from your sister?) To provide a modest degree
of authentication beyond relying solely on context and semantic content, we conventionally
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the encryption process as an algorithm, the key is a required input parameter. For a given
plaintext message, a different key results in a different ciphertext.
1 Viewing
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end handwritten letters with personal signatures. Historically, various alternatives have
been used to provide arguably stronger assurances. One example is wax seals created using
recognizable signet rings, in some cases affixed alongside a handwritten signature, and in
other cases on an exterior envelope, thereby providing also a signal in case the envelope has
been opened and/or the content altered. Such means serve to prevent or detect alterations,
also called integrity violations. Mechanisms that convey assurances regarding the source
of transmitted content are said to provide data origin authentication; in practice, such
mechanisms also provide integrity protection, i.e., are able to detect if content has been
altered. In dealing with computer data, it is helpful to define data authentication as the
combination of data origin authentication and data integrity. We then try to avoid the
ambiguous term authentication, instead using entity authentication or data authentication.

2

Context: motivation and environment

The invention of public key cryptography resulted from a combination of elements. These
included the inventors’ personal perspectives and motivation, and an environment that led
to key management and data authentication being recognized as important open problems.
The need for digital signatures was a seed planted in 1970. While working on artificial
intelligence research for John McCarthy at Stanford, Diffie was exposed to McCarthy’s early
interest in “buying and selling through home terminals” [69]. What we now call electronic
commerce (e-commerce) was a new idea in this age before personal computers, when even
home-based terminal connections to workplaces were rare. This led Diffie to recognize
an open question [18, 89]: How would one authenticate digital transactions with remote
parties, in lieu of assurances provided by handwritten signatures on paper contracts? Known
techniques [18] for authentication at that time, using a symmetric key shared between buyer
and seller would fail if one party originated a message but then denied this, claiming that
the other party had done so. Indeed, parties in business and consumer transactions often
have competing interests, while business partners on one project may compete on the next.
Moving now to encrypted communication between two remote parties, this conventionally required that a symmetric key be shared between them, prior to the beginning of
the secure communication. The key is not sent over the same channel as the message—if
that channel itself provided confidentiality, encryption would not be needed for the message. Thus conventionally, it was necessary to (1) know, ahead of time, who you planned
to communicate with securely; and (2) pre-distribute a secret key to them over a trusted
channel—thus the stereotypical briefcase chained to a courier’s wrist. This is of course costly
in both time and money. However in specific environments, such as the military and some
government organizations, it is feasible due to, e.g., centralized organization with hierarchical reporting trees, and relatively static, well-known chains of command. Nevertheless, such
pre-distribution of keys is particularly challenging at scale; according to Diffie, at one time
the US National Security Agency (NSA) reportedly had “the biggest printing press in the
world at Fort Meade” [16], used at least in part for printing keying material.
In May 1973, the US government’s National Bureau of Standards (NBS, the precursor
of NIST) solicited proposals, for “algorithms for the encryption of computer data to ensure
their protection during transmission over exposed communications facilities or while recorded
on media in transport or in storage” [61]. Following a second call in August 1974 [62], IBM
submitted an algorithm that would become the Data Encryption Standard (DES), after its
formal proposal by NBS in March 1975 [63]. In November 1976, DES was approved as a
Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS), FIPS 46.
This DES-related activity opened, for the first time, the possibility of broad use of
encryption by the general public. In parallel, Hellman and Diffie, who had met in September
1974 [69], recognized key management as a barrier [18] to broad adoption of encrypted
communications. They noted: if there are n users, for each to share a distinct key with
each of n − 1 others would require n(n − 1)/2 or roughly n2 keys across the system. This
number grows quickly as n increases. Pre-distribution of this many keys, e.g., by physical
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courier, would be impractical across the general public—due to both the number of users,
and absence of the simplifying structures noted above.
As a separate issue, centralized key distribution was not an appealing solution for individuals who preferred not to rely on, or place trust in, governments and large organizations.
Such individuals included Diffie, “who grew up in a libertarian and leftist tradition” [85]. In
Diffie’s words, “I had a very counter-cultural viewpoint and it was very anti-central authority” [89]. His interest in key management dated back to 1965 when he mistakenly2 came to
believe that for within-facility calls, NSA phone lines were encrypted, using keys distributed
by a central facility [89]. He didn’t see the point of such an architecture—his view was that
cryptography should reduce the number of parties that one had to trust. Thus two communicating parties should use keying material known to them alone. A key management
solution that required trusting a central facility missed the mark, leaving key management
as an open problem in his mind.
In the fall of 1974, Diffie also first learned of the NBS plan to standardize encryption
from Butler Lampson [89]. Believing that the US government might not standardize an
algorithm unless they themselves could break it, Diffie began to ponder whether somehow
a “trap-door” might be built into the algorithm, such that a party with special knowledge
of the trap-door (but no one else) could easily break the algorithm—an idea that he credits
[89] for inspiring public key cryptography. Thus the DES activity may be seen to have
motivated the inventive contributions of Diffie and Hellman both through its heightening
the need for key management, and by triggering the idea of trap-door cryptosystems.
As we explain next, public key encryption, and Diffie-Hellman key exchange, provided
two different solutions to the key management problem. Public key cryptography also
provided a solution to the open problem of digital-world signatures.

3

Inventive contributions

We are now in a position to list, and discuss further below, the primary contributions of
Diffie and Hellman [18, 19]:
1. the concept of public key cryptography (asymmetric cryptography) for encryption;
2. the concept of digital signatures based on public key cryptography; and
3. two key management techniques for establishing a shared symmetric key between two
parties—Diffie-Hellman key exchange, and by transferring a key from one party to the
other after using public key encryption on it.
Diffie and Hellman also played a foundational role in disseminating knowledge on cryptography in general [20]. This was important as prior to their papers, scant technical literature
on cryptography was publicly available. We now consider, in turn, the three items above.
Public key cryptography introduced a new type of encryption-decryption system. Here,
instead of using traditional symmetric keys, each user now has their own pair of keys (E, D).
E is called a public key, and D is called a private key. For encryption, the sender uses the
public key (of the intended recipient) to parametrize the encryption algorithm. Only the
intended recipient of an encrypted message has the corresponding decryption private key
necessary for the decryption algorithm to recover the plaintext. Even the sender cannot
reverse the operation to produce the plaintext from the ciphertext itself, since a user’s
private key is shared with no one else. This can be likened to “a letter box or a night deposit
box. [Any]body can put a message in and only one person can get a message out” [15]. An
essential property of such public key systems is that knowledge of the public key must not
allow computation of the private key. Given this, each party’s public key need not be hidden,
and indeed, can be published, e.g., in a public directory for others to look up. However, while
2 Diffie later came to know that beyond a regular phone for non-secret calls, the internal-use second phone
of NSA employees only had physically shielded cables at the time.
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the public key need not be kept secret, its data authenticity and integrity must be protected,
lest an adversary substitute its public key for that of a legitimate intended recipient.
The second item introduced the concept of a digital signature based on public key cryptography. This uses a public key system, as just described, to provide data authentication.
However, the public key system is now used in a different manner—changing both the order
in which the public-private key pair is used, and which party’s key pair is used (sender
vs. recipient). To digitally sign a message, the sender uses their own, private key in the
private-key algorithm (that algorithm is now viewed as a signature algorithm, rather than
an encryption-decryption algorithm). The output is an encoded message, which conveys
data authentication as follows. The recipient takes the encoded message, and provides the
sender’s public key to the public key algorithm (which is now viewed as a signature verification algorithm). If the output is an intelligible message, then this provides evidence
that the owner of that public key originated the message—based on the assumption that
only that owner should know the corresponding private key needed to create the encoded
message.3 An important point is that the digital signature (encoded message) depends on,
i.e., is a function of, both the plaintext and private key. Thus for a given signature private
key, in practice each plaintext message has a different digital signature; if a single bit of the
plaintext is changed, the signature changes. This provides integrity protection, and eliminates from the digital world, the physical world problem of cutting and pasting a signature
to a different message.
The third contribution addressed key management, giving two means to establish a
(symmetric, secret) shared key K between two parties:
i) Diffie-Hellman key exchange (DH). This provides a specific solution to the key distribution problem: How can two parties remote from each other establish a shared key K by
exchanging messages over an untrusted channel, such that no eavesdropper can derive
the same key. The specific instantiation of DH given used modular exponentiation.4
ii) key transfer based on public key encryption. Here, two parties establish the shared
key K as follows. The sending party chooses a random number for the symmetric key
K, encrypts it using the encryption public key of the intended recipient, and sends the
ciphertext (the encrypted symmetric key). The recipient recovers K by using their
own decryption private key.5
Diffie originally thought that fast public key encryption instantiations would be found,
entirely eliminating the need for symmetric key encryption; this is no longer expected [14].
Aside from encryption of short messages, the primary use of public key encryption is now key
management, e.g., to encrypt symmetric keys to be used with fast symmetric-key algorithms
that encrypt large messages.
Regarding specific contributions, Diffie and Hellman view their contributions as joint
work resulting from a solid period of collaboration, while also agreeing [89, 36] that Diffie
conceived (in May 1975) the idea of public key cryptography and digital signatures based
thereon, while Hellman discovered (in May 1976) Diffie-Hellman key exchange. The ideas
of public key cryptography and digital signatures appeared in a draft submitted December
1975 to the National Computer Conference [18]; Diffie included Diffie-Hellman key exchange
in the June 1976 conference talk itself, as did Hellman in a talk in Ronneby, Sweden at the
IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, 21–24 June 1976. Their definitive
“New Directions” paper [19] was sent to IEEE Transactions on Information Theory in June
3 These

ideas would be refined later by others, to address technical issues including what constitutes
an “intelligible message”, and to distinguish the class of signatures originally implied (later called digital
signature with message recovery) from a second class that would turn out to be more practical (digital
signature with appendix [38, 56], using cryptographic hash functions). These details are tangential.
4 For technical reasons, this modular exponentiation used a large prime number p (this means that no
integers divide p except 1 and p itself). It is implemented by sequences of squaring and multiplying integers,
at each step keeping as the result the division remainder after dividing the interim result by p.
5 Such key transfer relies on the sending party knowing the authentic public key of the receiving party;
and because this uses public key cryptography, it was not implementable until later when RSA, the first
concrete instantiation of public key cryptography, became known.
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1976 and appeared as a pre-invited paper in the November 1976 issue, which physically
arrived [90] in January 1977.

4

Supporting and related developments

While Diffie-Hellman key exchange provided a concrete solution for the key distribution
problem, the above-mentioned 1976 papers offered no instantiations for public key systems or
digital signatures—only “suggestive examples” conveying the desired properties. A concrete
instantiation of a public key system, that could furthermore provide digital signatures as
envisioned, was created in April 1977 by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Len Adleman. This
RSA algorithm became widely known through Martin Gardner’s August 1977 column [29]
in Scientific American, and a formal journal paper [73] published in February 1978.
We noted the need to protect the data authenticity and integrity of public keys stored,
e.g., in a public directory. A means to do so was proposed in 1978 by MIT undergraduate
Loren Kohnfelder [45]: public key certificates. These create a verifiable tie between a public
key and an identifier asserted to represent its owner. Kohnfelder’s certificates have evolved
into today’s widely used X.509 version 3 public key certificates [11].
Public key certificates brought a new requirement: verifying the binding between a public
key and an owner requires trust in the public key of a third party, the certification authority
(CA). One approach to address this, used in web browsers, is to embed CA public keys into
browser software. CAs must now be trusted not to issue false certificates maliciously or by
mistake, and browser vendors must be trusted on which CA public keys they embed—both
counter to Diffie’s original goal of reducing the number of parties that one must trust.
Before the ideas of public key cryptography or DH key exchange were conceived or published, a UC Berkeley undergrad, Ralph Merkle, began considering a challenging question:
Using a communication channel on which an opponent could also listen, can two parties
exchange messages to establish a shared key that the opponent cannot also learn? As already mentioned, the reason that couriers are used to pre-distribute keys over a separate
channel is that sending a secret over the main channel exposes it to the opponent. Merkle
wanted to use the main channel nonetheless, but in a way such that the opponent can not
deduce the key—in other words, to establish secure communications over insecure channels.
This phrase would be the title of his long-delayed paper [57], which in final form, succinctly
detailed Merkle Puzzles. His earliest ideas on this were part of a project proposal for a
Berkeley course in the fall term of 1974. The proposal as submitted was not well received
by the instructor, and Merkle dropped the course, but continued working on this—the same
problem Diffie and Hellman would call the key distribution problem, and find their own solution involving modular exponentiation. In early February 1976, Merkle came across a draft
of their NCC paper [18] on public key cryptography—DH key exchange [19] was later—and
contacted Hellman [86].6 As elaborated next, Merkle’s “formulation of the problem” [69]
differed from using public key encryption to transfer a secret. Diffie notes: “we took what
Merkle had done, and produced a solution to it in a different way” [15].
Merkle Puzzles involve neither digital signatures nor a public key encryption system per
the NCC paper. Instead, one party sends the other a large set of “puzzles”. Each consists of
two items encrypted under a unique (symmetric) random key: a puzzle ID and a symmetric
key (puzzle key). The second party chooses one puzzle and “solves it” by exhaustively trying
keys; the encryption algorithm’s key space is sized such that “solving” one puzzle takes
moderate but not infeasible effort. The recovered puzzle ID is sent back to the first party.
It is meaningful to the first party, who retains all the plaintext puzzles. Now both parties
have a shared secret, the puzzle key, while by design an eavesdropper must solve many
puzzles (not just one) to learn that secret. Merkle Puzzles are thus a “demonstration that
6 According to Levy [51], Merkle’s interest in the key distribution problem was mentioned earlier to Diffie
by Peter Blatman, prior to the May 1975 conception of public key cryptography. Diffie confirms [17] that
Blatman mentioned a friend working on “the problem of communicating securely with someone with whom
[that party] had no other contact”, and that he (Diffie), having already considered the problem, believed (at
that moment) that there was no solution.
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you could have a method where [...] we could force an eavesdropper to put in more work
than we put in” [70].
In summary, Merkle Puzzles allow two parties to establish a shared key by exchanging
messages over a public channel. The second party recovers the key by using (part of) the
received message, while the first uses information returned by the second plus (unshared)
information retained after creating the puzzles. In comparison, DH key exchange is similar
at one level, in that each participant sends the other a number or public element [89],7
but in DH each derives a common symmetric key by combining the element received, with
secret information that was (retained after being) used to generate the element sent to the
other. DH elements are not cryptographic keys in the encryption sense, but being sent over
a public channel, may be viewed as (key agreement) public keys used to form a shared key.
This explains how using “DH public keys” differs conceptually from using (e.g., RSA)
encryption public keys for key transfer. Either DH-type or RSA-type public keys can be
used to establish shared secrets. Calling DH key exchange a means for public key distribution
rather than a public key system created confusion as to whether DH key exchange was itself
a form of public key cryptography. Diffie noted [89] that had DH key exchange originally
been called a “public key system”, there may have been greater commercial value in two
patents arising from Hellman, Diffie and Merkle: the DH key exchange patent [37], and a
second with broader claims on public key encryption and digital signatures [38].
The paper on Merkle Puzzles [57] was originally submitted in August 1975, first rejected
in a letter dated 25 October 1975, then revised and further rejected numerous times. Its final
acceptance yielded an April 1978 publication date—at which point both public key cryptography and Diffie-Hellman key exchange were understood by experts. In the interim, Merkle
became Hellman’s PhD student. During this time [58] and after, Merkle made a number of
groundbreaking contributions to cryptography. In recognition, Hellman suggests [36] that
Diffie-Hellman be called Diffie-Hellman-Merkle key exchange.
The timeline of Fig. 1 (next page) summarizes the relationships between the above events.
In 1997, the UK government disclosed the work of three GCHQ employees: James Ellis,
Clifford Cocks and Malcolm Williamson. Previously classified internal reports were released,
as well as a summary paper [28]. This led to the following consensus.
1. Ellis recognized the possibility of public key encryption, calling it non-secret encryption
(report dated: January 1970). Public key signatures were not envisaged.
2. Cocks is credited with finding an RSA instantiation (report dated: November 1973).
This was for public key encryption (again, digital signatures were not suggested).
3. Williamson is credited with discovering DH key exchange (report dated: August 1976).
Ellis noted that Williamson’s August 1976 report was written “much later than he thought of
it” [28]. For reference, Diffie presented DH in his June 1976 NCC talk [18], though not in the
written paper. Circa 1980-1981, some details of the GCHQ work became known to Diffie,
who subsequently met with Ellis “many times” [15]. As Diffie has observed [15, 89], Ellis’
original 1970 report itself provides no indication of motivation for public key cryptography,
nor its potential use for key management; thus we lack evidence that this use was recognized.
In June 1984 Taher ElGamal, another Hellman-advised student, completed his PhD
thesis [26]. Its final chapter and resulting paper [27] provided a new cornerstone for public
key cryptography: concrete instantiations of both a public key encryption scheme and a
public key signature scheme, each closely related to DH key exchange in their use of the
same arithmetic structures. ElGamal public key encryption can be viewed as using DH
key exchange to transfer a symmetric key to a second party. ElGamal’s original signature
scheme used modular exponentiation and a few further arithmetic operations involving the
private key of the signing party. For these reasons, the ElGamal public key encryption and
signature schemes are said to be DH-based (vs. RSA-based), but are distinct from DH key
exchange itself, which offers a solution to the key distribution problem. The pair of ElGamal
schemes provides an alternative to RSA public key encryption and RSA digital signatures.
7 The

number is called a Diffie-Hellman exponential, or in more recent terminology, a key share.
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1974

fall 74: Merkle’s early concept Puzzles (in CS 244 at Berkeley)
May 75: Diffie concepts: public key encryption, signatures
Aug 75: Merkle Puzzles first submitted to Commun. ACM

1975

Dec 75: NCC paper submitted (public key crypto concept)
Feb 76: Merkle gets NCC draft, sends Puzzles draft to Hellman
May 76: Hellman invents Diffie-Hellman key exchange

1976

Jun 76: “New Directions” draft received June 3 by IEEE-IT
Jun 76: talks by Diffie (NCC), Hellman (Ronneby workshop)
Nov 76: “New Directions” published (physical copies Jan 77)

1977

Apr 77: RSA invented (technical report also written)
Aug 77: RSA discussed in Gardner column in Sci. Amer.
Feb 78: RSA published in Commun. ACM

1978

Apr 78: Merkle Puzzles published in Commun. ACM

Figure 1: Timeline relating selected events in early public key cryptography.
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A variant of ElGamal signatures called the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) was proposed in August 1991 by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as
a US standard (FIPS). This resulted from NSA influence [49], and an NSA algorithm attributed to David Kravitz [48], which they preferred over an RSA-based signature standard
that might result in wider deployment of RSA encryption. This DSA variant of ElGamal
was adopted as FIPS 186 in May 1994, and called the Digital Signature Standard (DSS).
Regarding DSS, an elliptic curve based implementation [42] was also standardized, first
as a US banking industry standard ANSI X9.62. As further context here, in what has
turned out to be a critically important advantage for ElGamal-based schemes, they can
(unlike RSA) be adapted to use a variety of underlying mathematical structures (finite
cycle groups). One of these in particular—the group of points on an elliptic curve over
a finite field [56], as proposed independently in 1985 by Neal Koblitz and Victor Miller—
provides major practical advantages including smaller key sizes for equivalent security, and
fewer required computational steps (thus allowing faster implementations). The ElGamal
schemes thus opened an evolution path unavailable to RSA, the most popular scheme over
the first 30 years of public key cryptography. For this reason, while for many years he
found RSA more appealing than DH-based systems,8 Diffie now views RSA as “dead end”
technology [89]. DH key exchange—which has long been viewed as, and continues to be,
a preferred solution to the key distribution problem—is also amenable to elliptic curve
implementations. Practical advantages are thus available from a suite of DH-based schemes
with elliptic curve implementations: DH key exchange and variants of the ElGamal public
key encryption and signature schemes.

5

Major impacts on society

Our discussion has explained the roles of Diffie and Hellman in the discovery of public key
cryptography, and how the dissemination of their ideas led to developments by others. Here
we selectively consider specific practical applications to convey a sampling of the enormous
impact of public key cryptography on society. While cryptography, and security technologies
in general, are often thought of in terms of providing defense and protection, here we will see
that public key cryptography has had major impact also by enabling new types of activities
and behaviors not previously considered to be feasible, or that appear unlikely to have
otherwise emerged as rapidly or as successfully.

5.1

From early applications to secure messaging

The invention of public key cryptography had little noticeable impact on society over 19761985, the first decade after its discovery. The US government did show early interest: Sandia
National Laboratories (Department of Energy), responsible for nuclear weapons command
and control, began developing RSA hardware to support digital signatures in authentication
applications [14]. One motivation here was a verification system for the US to monitor
Russian compliance with a nuclear test-ban treaty [77].9
As telephones were the main mode of communication at this time, a natural target application was secure telephones. However, due to the significant computational requirements
arising from the arithmetic operations in public key algorithms, time would be needed for
technology to catch up with performance requirements. While the NSA’s classified STU-III
phones [14] would be one of the first large-scale uses of public key cryptography—initial estimates projected their number to be in the hundreds of thousands—their first deployment
was not until the second half of the 1980s.
8 As late as 2005, Diffie promoted RSA-based encryption and signatures over ElGamal-based alternatives,
referring to RSA as “[t]he one real solution, good solution that has been found for that approach ... it has
become the most common public key system” [15].
9 Simmons has also detailed the challenges that arise in practical applications of authentication between
mutually distrusting parties, and how public key cryptography provides a solution where symmetric key
systems cannot, e.g., if one of these parties wishes to convince a third party that cheating has occurred [76].
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Over 1986-1995, public key cryptography attracted the attention of, but little evidence
of broad adoption by, a conservative banking industry, which even in the early 1990s lacked
the confidence in new cryptographic algorithms; prudence dictates that this emerges only
over time. Bankers thus remained largely allergic to public key technology implemented in
software alone. What did draw interest in this second decade was the maturation of smart
cards or chip cards—integrated circuits with non-volatile storage (e.g., for cryptographic
keys), but also processing capabilities. They were positioned as not just “an improved
traditional credit card ”, but “a multipurpose, tamper-resistant security device” [34] with
higher assurance than software alone (which might admit malicious software), and offering
an additional factor for authentication.
Smart cards would go on to play an important role in the emerging mobile phone industry,
led by the European GSM system with smart card SIMs (subscriber identity modules).
However, GSM SIMs used only symmetric key algorithms, avoiding more computationally
expensive public key algorithms. The inconvenience and risks of managing shared secrets (as
necessary with symmetric algorithms) were ameliorated by a centralized architecture and
strong cooperative agreements between telecom service providers. It would take longer for
smart cards to broadly leverage the advantage that for authentication by digital signatures
(including for personal identification, further below), a secret key need not be shared with
the verifying party. Smart cards employing public key algorithms emerged later in the
form of chip-and-PIN payment cards, again led by Europe here with EMV cards from
the Europay MasterCard Visa consortium [54]; these have largely replaced magnetic stripe
credit cards in many countries today. Other uses of smart cards include, e.g., in satellite pay
television (conditional access systems). According to the International Card Manufacturers
Association (ICMA) [41], 5.5 billion SIM cards and 5.6 billion financial cards (including,
e.g., credit and debit cards) were produced worldwide in 2019.
During this second decade (1986-1995), a new focus for widescale deployment of public
key cryptography was secure email. An early major commercial deployment was provided
through IBM/Lotus Notes, a “groupware” product whose 1989 release included support for
RSA encryption and digital signatures [12]. According to a 2005 article, “The Lotus [Notes]
public key infrastructure [PKI] is perhaps the most widely deployed PKI in the world, with
more than 114 million licenses” [96]. Larger deployments in other application areas would
emerge (below). Ray Ozzie, a creator of Lotus Notes, is clear on the role of public key
cryptography (PKC): “There wouldn’t have been a Lotus Notes without PKC ” [68].
Over 1990–1995, Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) [44] arose as the first major nonproprietary secure email effort. It would soon be superseded by S/MIME [25], which continues to enjoy support of major software vendors today. In parallel, PGP (Pretty Good
Privacy) [95] was developed in the US by Philip Zimmermann, as the first of a sequence of
products, companies, standards and services using the same PGP acronym for a variety of
(not necessarily interoperable) file encryption utilities and secure email tools, suitable for
small groups of technically skilled users. While easy-to-use secure email software such as
Lotus Notes and competitors do exist and continue in use within closed communities (e.g.,
government departments and enterprise organizations), no widely interoperable secure email
system is in sight [66]. Unsurprisingly, one culprit is key management, in this case, how to
bridge trust in public keys not only across a few communities, but across essentially all email
users in the world (as global interoperability is the default expectation for email). This is
not a failure of public key cryptography—indeed, since managing and attaining trust is not
a solved problem in the physical world, it appears naive to expect this from any technology
alone, or that it will be simpler in the Internet’s virtual world of remote parties who bear
little or no accountability to each other, perhaps in distinct legal jurisdictions. The issue
of managing trust across different administrative domains remains one of the biggest open
problems in distributed security today [15], and PKI—which reintroduces centralization as
part of its solution—is at best a partial solution .
In contrast to continued failure in the pursuit of widely interoperable secure email is the
enormous success of public key cryptography in today’s secure messaging world. In April
2016, Facebook’s WhatsApp—a messaging application reported to have between one and
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two billion users—instantly began providing end-to-end signing and encryption of messages
between users, using the Signal protocol [10] supported by public keys and an elliptic curve
based implementation [88]. The speed of deployment was possible due to an environment
and architecture entirely different than secure email: WhatsApp enjoys the circumstance
of a single administrative domain in a position to ensure all users access to the public keys
of all others, and its encryption functionality did not require any extra action by users for
installation, configuration, or actual use. This is a grand success of public key cryptography
in the second decade of the 21st century. However, despite the numbers, compared to other
uses of public key cryptography (below), no significant social impact is yet apparent [13].

5.2

TLS and securing browser-server communications

In 1995, twenty years after the discovery of public key cryptography, its impact on society
remained relatively small, or at least largely unnoticed. This changed in March 1995 [71],
when the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) was first deployed in a Netscape browser, Navigator
1.1. SSL and its successor, the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [72], are recognized
as the key technologies that enabled the rise of e-commerce. From its beginning, a design
goal of SSL was to support the use of credit cards over the Internet—enabling convenient
online purchase of goods and services by new users with an existing card.
To provide some context about TLS (which hereafter refers to TLS and/or SSL), we
begin with HTTP (the HyperText Transfer Protocol), the basic application protocol used
for exchanging information between a client (browser) and a web server. HTTP transfers
information as plaintext. To instead send the same data securely, one can think of first
setting up a “secure tunnel”. The sender puts the plaintext (HTTP data) into one end of
the tunnel, and the receiver extracts the plaintext (HTTP data) at the other end; the idea is
that the tunnel represents the data being in a protected state (encrypted). TLS essentially
provides the tunnel. Putting HTTP data into the TLS tunnel is referred to as “sending
HTTP over TLS”, with this combination denoted by HTTPS.
TLS provides a secure tunnel in the following sense. First it establishes a shared session
key between the client and server (using key establishment via public key cryptography),
and then that key is used to encrypt the data sent between client and server. Since TLS is
designed to facilitate a client sending credit card information to the server, it is important
that the client has some assurance of the server’s identity, i.e., authentication of the server
to the client. This is achieved by the server having a public key certificate that is sent to
the client. The client software is preconfigured such that it can verify legitimate certificates.
The public key in a verified certificate is then suitable for use in the key establishment stage,
and the resulting shared symmetric key is called an authenticated key. This process thus
involves two stages: a set-up phase for key establishment, followed by a communication
session involving transmission of encrypted data. The 2018 update of TLS to version 1.3
[72] removed support for key establishment via RSA key transfer. This leaves key establishment via DH and its elliptic curve implementation (ECDH), respectively denoted DHE and
ECDHE when each participant uses new DH exponentials each session.10
Further regarding TLS, a 2018 empirical study [47] indicates that use of RSA in TLS
dropped dramatically in the second half of 2013, mirrored by a corresponding increase in
ECDHE to roughly 90% of negotiated connections. This was strongly correlated in time
with the “Snowden revelations” of June 2013, i.e., the intentional disclosure by Edward
Snowden of classified documents revealing massive surveillance programs involving the NSA
and international governments. This heightened awareness of public vulnerability to eavesdropping enabled by default protocols whereby possession or recovery of long-term secret
keys allows decryption of encrypted traffic. This apparently triggered changes by browser
providers, e.g., making ECDHE a default for TLS in browser sessions.
TLS is best known for its use associated with HTTPS as above, but was designed to
10 This leaves TLS 1.3 supporting only key establishment protocols for which symmetric keys established,
if deleted when a session ends, cannot be later recovered even if a long-term secret is compromised. The
desirable resulting property is called forward secrecy. The “E” in DHE and ECDHE denotes ephemeral.
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also accommodate secure transfer of data by applications (protocols) other than browsers.
Early example applications were link-by-link encryption of email between mail servers (mail
transfer agents); encryption between email clients (mail user agents) and their mail servers;
and encryption between clients and servers exchanging files using the File Transfer Protocol
(FTP). This accommodation plan has turned out to be wildly successful [2, 39], and TLS
is now used as a general utility for secure data transfer by a wide variety of applications
such as web- and video-conferencing, office productivity software, instant messaging, and
applications connecting to cloud storage.
Viewing TLS as a utility providing a secure session for sending data from other applications or protocols helps explain how TLS provided the foundation on which to build secure
online purchasing, online banking, and related e-commerce applications. The main problem
that it solves is not so much in providing encryption and decryption—in fact, the design
of cryptographic algorithms themselves turns out to be a well-solved problem—but rather,
addressing key management for encrypted communications, often with brand new or very
recent business partners, in many cases which have never been met in person. E-commerce
itself is addressed separately below in Section 5.6.

5.3

Secure remote access: SSH and VPNs

TLS was possible due to the maturation of several technologies, including RSA and public
key certificates, which themselves followed directly from the seminal concepts of Diffie and
Hellman. This maturation enabled other new core tools and secure communication architectures that have been heavily leveraged by society-changing applications, two of which we
now discuss. Both provide means to securely transmit session data between remote parties. Both follow the conventional two-stage secure communication process noted above for
TLS: a session set-up phase (including key establishment to obtain authenticated symmetric
keys) followed by the main session (transferring target data, suitably encrypted). First we
mention the SSH protocol [92], and then VPN architectures [78].
SSH (Secure Shell) is a software protocol, typically bundled with a suite of applications,
first released in 1995 by Tatu Ylönen—just as public key’s third decade began. The basic
protocol begins with a session set-up that uses public key cryptography, including certificates, to establish a session key between two parties called a client, which initiates the
communication, and a server. As in TLS, an encrypted tunnel is provided. Plaintext data
goes into the tunnel at one end, and is transformed into encrypted data that is sent over
the communication channel; at the other end, it is decrypted and plaintext is recovered
from the channel. In its simplest form, SSH is used to provide secure remote access, so
that for example, from a client machine at home, you could log into an account on a server
machine located at your workplace, with essentially the same security as if you were physically at your workplace and locally logged in. More generally, such an SSH tunnel can be
used to transport (with encryption) data from various other applications that those original
applications would otherwise send as plaintext from a source to a destination.
The term virtual private network (VPN) refers to a general architecture that provides
an encrypted tunnel between communicating devices at distinct locations connected over
public networks, analogous to SSH above but at a broader level—whereas SSH provides
the secure tunnel for one, or a small number of specific applications, a VPN provides a
“bigger” tunnel that secures most or all of the applications that transfer data between pairs
of devices. This is useful, e.g., for securing all corporate data sent between two branch offices
in different cities, or all of the traffic between a home user (who employs a large number
of different applications) and their workplace. While more powerful, VPNs are generally
more complicated to build and deploy than SSH, they involve more infrastructure (including
more complex key management options [43]), and historically have required corporate-level
operations support; however, simpler VPNs are emerging.11
Regarding impact, the ability to easily and securely connect to remote locations over
public networks, and to securely use mainstream applications as if physically present at
11 For

example, support for WireGuard VPN technology [23] was built into the Linux kernel in 2020.
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distant locations, has changed how people work. For example, it has enabled wholesale
telecommuting, as well as part-time and evening access to workplace servers. Working from
home is a major societal change. Using technologies like SSH and VPNs to allow two
geographically distinct branch offices to operate as if a single co-located office, and to allow
a company in San Francisco to hire an expert working remotely from Toronto, are likewise
significant changes, now taken for granted. These changes did require other supporting
advances, e.g., reliable communication networks with acceptably low latency and sufficient
bandwidth. However, without key management enabled by public key cryptography, it is
unlikely that ubiquitous remote access functionality would be with us today—as symmetric
key management alternatives are more expensive, less convenient, and less automated.

5.4

Code signing, software update, and personal identification

Regarding the invention of public key cryptography, public key encryption is often headlined,
but a strong case can be made for public key signatures as the unsung impact hero. Signatures play a critical role in countless protocols, including key establishment protocols such
as authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange [21, 43], for assurance that resulting symmetric keys are shared with the intended party. As further examples showing that the elegant
functionality of public key signatures is not easily replicated by symmetric algorithms, here
we discuss two other high impact uses. This first is digital signatures on software, enabling
major changes in how software is distributed. The second is digital signature use in personal
identification applications with passports, national ID cards, and other physical tokens.
Consider updates to operating system software. Historically, updates were distributed
via physical storage media (e.g., by CD ROM and earlier, floppy discs). Today, operating
system updates are primarily downloaded over the network. Already in 2006, it was estimated that each patch released for Microsoft operating systems and distributed by the
Windows Update automated update system reached 300 million users [32]. Digital signatures play a critical enabling role here: the software is digitally signed at the source, and the
signature is verified by the operating system before installation. This protects against malicious software being substituted for the authentic code, and provides increased assurance
of the origin of software, as well as its integrity (i.e., that it has not been altered since the
time of signing).12 Software signing (code signing) is now standard practice among major
operating systems.
Software signing is now also common practice for application software (not just operating
systems). This works as follows. The software source (publisher ) obtains a public key
certificate (code signing certificate) that identifies the publisher’s signature public key. The
certificate itself is signed by a third party (CA) such that the operating system can recognize
a trusted signature verification public key. The operating system verifies both the certificate,
and (using the public key from the certificate) the signature on the application software
in question, before allowing that software to be installed. On some operating systems,
software applications that are unsigned may still be installed after explicit approval by the
user through a dedicated pop-up dialogue. Code signing requirements for core operating
system components (e.g., kernel modules or drivers) may differ, or be more stringent, than
for application-level software and other executables including third-party libraries.13
Software signing has enabled fundamental changes in how software is distributed. Software update frequency is now far greater, with greatly reduced roll out delays—including for
major operating system upgrades, minor functional updates, and security fixes (patches).
Upgrades can now reach major proportions of their target users within hours or days if
desired, whereas in corporate environments in the 1990s, upgrades may have occurred at
scheduled intervals of six to eighteen months, as central IT departments created new “disk
images” with corporate-approved applications and operating system upgrades for internal
distribution via physical media—manually visiting user workstations and servers one by one.
12 A valid signature gives no guarantees about software quality or safety, but prevents otherwise easy paths
for installation of malicious software, and provides some traceability if problems are subsequently found.
13 For example, on Windows using Authenticode, kernel drivers must be code-signed also by Microsoft [46].
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As an important technical property of signatures here, software can be signed once and then
verified by arbitrarily many devices using a single trusted public key, i.e., the sign-to-verify
relationship is one-to-many. In contrast, standard symmetric key authentication techniques
would require per-client data keys, at significantly greater cost and complexity.
By public key’s fourth decade (2006-2015), the majority of mobile phone users were
taking for granted the ability to instantly download and install new phone applications
from their providers’ application markets. These applications are digitally signed—e.g., by
Apple for applications from its App Store, and by independent software developers in the
case of Google’s Play Store for Android.14 Similarly, commercial desktop operating systems
(e.g., Windows, macOS) now commonly look for verifiable digital signatures before installing
new applications downloaded from the Internet. Cornerstone desktop applications, such as
major web browsers (e.g., Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox) and productivity software (e.g.,
Microsoft Office suite, Adobe Acrobat) typically enable software auto-updating by default,
or heavily encourage users to turn this feature on, in order to propagate security updates as
quickly as possible, bearing in mind that manual triggering of upgrades by many users is slow
to occur, if at all. While other major technology advances were again essential—including
data communications bandwidth/transmission speeds, and software update architectures—
digital signatures have facilitated online updates while limiting new security exposures.
Distinct from software authentication, personal identification is another application category where the functional advantages of public key technology are now widely leveraged in
practice. Specific examples include integrated circuit (IC) contactless chips within national
ID cards and passports, and other physical tokens similarly capable of generating digital signatures. As one example, Belgian eID (electronic ID) cards can generate digital signatures
valid for legal contracts and declarations to the government [54].15 Passports with embedded smart card chips, called biometric passports (e-passports), were already common in the
2000s, and are now available from most countries worldwide. As standardized by International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Document 9303 [84], a portion of the passport
information (including data representing a facial image, and optionally other biometric data)
is machine readable and digitally signed; a passport reader verifies this static signature for
data authenticity assurance. Using the Active Authentication option, an RSA private key
in the chip can also be used to sign a random challenge number; passport reader verification
of this dynamic signature response provides authenticity assurance of the physical passport.
Further regarding personal identification, a broad industry consortium called the FIDO
Alliance has standardized interfaces and protocols for use of physical tokens capable of
generating digital signatures to improve the security and usability of user authentication.
The tokens, with early versions promoted by Google in 2016 as Security Keys [50], contain
private keys associated with a user. A token generates signed responses to authentication
challenges from web sites with whom the user has previously registered the token (with persite public-private key pairs). A collection of FIDO specifications includes those governing
use of such technology to either augment or entirely avoid use of passwords.16

5.5

Personal privacy, Tor and Bitcoin

Public key cryptography has also enabled “privacy friendly” protocols and tools that are
fundamental to larger technology efforts and services—many centered on the importance
of anonymity, and freedom from both surveillance, and censorship of information and use
of web-based services. Examples are sites facilitating whistleblowing, tips to police, and
tools to counteract the abuse of personal information by authoritarian regimes. Related
also are technologies for which privacy is considered a desirable feature, such as digital cash.
Here we discuss two prominent examples: a privacy service called Tor, and the Bitcoin
cryptocurrency system.
14 In the Google Android signing scheme, a currently installed software application itself specifies which
signatures will be recognized as valid for future updates to that same app [91].
15 These use 2048-bit RSA as of 2014.
16 See, e.g., FIDO U2F/Universal Second Factor [80] and UAF/Universal Authentication Framework [52].
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We first mention the general traffic analysis problem. It asks: How can one protect
not only the plaintext content of a message, but also hide related metadata such as the
identities of the participants in a communication, and the time of the communication?17
David Chaum considered one aspect of traffic analysis in a February 1981 technical note [6],
namely sender anonymity—how to conceal the identity of the source of an email message.
His solution involved a relay node called a mix node (because it also mixed in traffic from
multiple sources), and allowed a response to the anonymous sender. A variation involved
iterated use of public key encryption to “wrap” a message in encryption layers. The layers
were peeled off sequentially by a series (cascade) of such mix nodes.
Such networks, later called mix-nets, would inspire an anonymous communication service publicly launched in 2003. Called Tor [22] for “The onion router”, it improved on a
preliminary design from 1990s work supported by the US Naval Research Lab involving
Paul Syverson, who bridged both design groups. Tor is commonly used by first installing
a customized browser, the Tor Browser, which accesses the Tor network to provide an encrypted connection to a target site through a varying set of three Tor servers (relying in
part on TLS). This facilitates anonymous connections to any services hosted on the target
site. Regular web sites can be directly accessed via Tor, while other services have been
customized to run using the Tor network. Thus for example, Tor may be used in conjunction with SSH, peer-to-peer clients, email, and to access Facebook. Among other uses, Tor
is promoted as providing privacy from advertisers and as an anti-censorship tool, allowing
anonymous access to online services that a government might otherwise block or surveil.
Tor also supports what are called onion services (introduced as hidden services in 2004),
which provide so-called responder anonymity to a service or web site. Thus a server offering,
say, instant messaging, a discussion forum, or anonymous blogging can provide this service
while its (TCP/IP) network address remains hidden from both clients (users) and web search
engines. The Tor network connects the client to the hidden service through servers called
rendezvous points. This requires extra set-up by the service, and advertising details such as
a public key needed to access the service, and from which an identifier to reach the service is
generated, and made available to users via Tor’s onion services directory (formerly hidden
services directory). For broader context, the deep web consists of web pages inaccessible by
standard search engines; Tor hidden services are a subset of the deep web, and compose
the Tor darknet. The dark web is the set of all darknets, including those beyond Tor (with
access to each darknet typically requiring specialized software).
Tor has been the subject of tremendous attention by a community of privacy researchers.18
It also enjoys heavy real world use, with Tor use estimates ranging from 2 to 11 million distinct client IP addresses daily circa 2018 [53].19 We highlight that here again, public key
cryptography is essential to the design of a high-impact technology. Tor is also not without controversy—it can be used to hide illegal activities as discussed later, notwithstanding
US Naval Research Lab (NRL) origins and funding support from several US government
sources. We now turn our attention to cryptographic-based currencies (cryptocurrencies).
A long line of proposals aiming to create untraceable electronic cash [64] dates to the
1980s, including early work by Chaum and others [7]. The cryptocurrency revolution of
the 2010s was triggered by the October 2008 appearance of a paper describing Bitcoin,
a new digital currency system offering units of exchange called (lowercase) bitcoin. The
importance of public key cryptography is succinctly conveyed in that paper, by its inventor
Satoshi Nakamoto (a pseudonym) [59]:
We define an electronic coin as a chain of digital signatures. Each owner transfers the coin to the next by digitally signing a hash of the previous transaction
and the public key of the next owner and adding these to the end of the coin. A
payee can verify the signatures to verify the chain of ownership.
17 Traffic analysis of enemy radio transmissions during WW2 not only enabled British inferences about
German activities, but also about German key management which, due to operator errors in use of keying
material, allowed German ciphers to be broken [87].
18 For a bibliography of papers on anonymity, including Tor, see: https://freehaven.net/anonbib/.
19 Tor’s goals of anonymity and hiding IP addresses complicate both exact use measurements, and determining what fraction of client use is due to human users versus automated software or even malware.
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In digital currency systems, coins are trivial to duplicate (being digital strings), but trivial
duplication of coins is intolerable. This gives rise to a well known issue: some means is needed
to prevent a coin’s owner from spending it twice (double-spending). The common approach
in digital cash proposals involves relying on a trusted central authority to address this. In
contrast, Bitcoin’s novel design avoids this, by using a consensus-based scheme and what
are called blockchains [64]. Regarding the details of blockchains (which are of independent
interest beyond cryptocurrencies), for our purposes it suffices to note that they protect the
integrity of a public record of transactions (distributed ledger ), and that this transaction
data includes digital signatures. Public keys are also used to represent the owners of coins
(per the above quote from Nakamoto). Thus public key cryptography is fundamental to
Bitcoin, and other cryptocurrencies. As one measure of the impact of Bitcoin and related
digital cash systems, the total value of the top 10 cryptocurrencies in circulation as of late
August 2019 (at then-current market prices for respective cryptocurrencies) was reported
to exceed USD240 billion [31].

5.6

Electronic commerce and the digital economy

We now move to general consideration of electronic commerce and the digital economy.
Here, one observation we pursue is that the largest US companies by market capitalization
are those heavily involved in e-commerce and cloud services.
Regarding the impact of public key cryptography on society, Diffie [89] has noted that
“very few things have as much visible impact on the world as this does”, clarifying that some
higher-impact contributions in other areas of computer science are less visible “because the
individual algorithms didn’t take hold in the world and become so well known”. Along the
same lines, in their 2016 book Dorothie and Martin Hellman assert: “Today, that technology
secures your electronic banking and your Internet credit card purchases. It also secures $5
trillion a day in foreign exchange transactions” [35, 60].
Commerce, whether entirely in the physical world or e-commerce, involves exchange of
goods for payment. This requires trust by the buyer that the ordered goods will appear as
expected, and by the seller that payment will be received. The turning point for e-commerce
was the emergence, and wide adoption, of TLS (above). Initial hesitations to use the Internet for commerce, e.g., due to confidentiality-related concerns, have largely been eliminated
by ubiquitous and transparent encryption—enabled by convenient key management. Authentication and authorization, as enabled by digital signatures, have arguably helped even
more in establishing trust in, and trustworthiness of, the commercial Internet.
Dell Inc., the American computer company, had a strong beginning building customordered computers for businesses. A complementary new dimension of growth emerged
through online direct sales to retail individuals in the mid 1990s. Enabling factors included
web browsers, and SSL allowing confidential Internet transit of credit card information. At
the March 10, 2000 peak of the Nasdaq stock market before the (first) Internet bubble burst,
Dell’s market capitalization was $178 billion [9].
At that peak, other large capitalization Nasdaq stocks included: Microsoft ($713B), Cisco
($633B), Intel ($545B), and Sun Microsystems ($200B). Since then, Microsoft transformed
from a desktop operating system (Windows) and productivity suite (Microsoft Office) company to one largely centered on the Internet. A number of its major products including its
productivity suite and email services were moved to a hosted-online model (software as a
service) after investing heavily in the Internet Explorer browser, and major investments were
made in its Windows Azure cloud computing service. Microsoft currently remains among
the top four Nasdaq stocks (see Table 1). In contrast, the large hardware-based companies
of 2000 (Intel, Cisco, Dell, Sun) have faded in relative capitalization. Other non-Nasdaq
capitalization leaders from 2000, such as the large multi-national oil companies have similarly fallen behind Internet companies such as Google, and Internet technology companies
such as Apple. As Table 1 shows, today’s largest US public companies are precisely those
that dominate e-commerce and the digital economy.20
20 Regarding

the dates in Table 1, 7 Oct 2000 coincides with statistics in Standard & Poor’s annual book
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Apple (APPL)
Microsoft (MSFT)
Amazon (AMZN)
Alphabet (GOOGL)
Facebook (FB)

Market Cap.
(25 Feb 2020)

Revenue
(fiscal 2019)

Market Cap.
(7 Oct 2000)

$1305B
$1300B
$1000B
$ 976B
$ 572B

$260.2B
$125.8B
$280.5B
$161.9B
$ 70.7B

$7.2B
$297.6B
$11.2B
IPO: Aug 2004
IPO: Feb 2012

Table 1: Five largest US stocks by market capitalization. Notation: $(USD), B(billion)
Google is sometimes called a “pure” Internet company, in that it relies on network connectivity and remote access to deliver essentially all its services. Encryption and/or authentication are critically important in, for example, email services (gmail), Google’s Chrome
browser, installation and update of Android apps downloaded from their Play Store, cloud
storage services (Google Drive), and cloud-hosted productivity tools like Google Docs. In
support of Google’s stated plan to make HTTPS the default for browsing, and “to achieve
100% encryption across our products and services”, the company hosts an ongoing Transparency Report on HTTPS [33]. It depicts adoption of HTTPS and encryption across its
major products, e.g., for its Chrome browser, reporting (for each of five OS platforms: Windows, Android, Chrome OS, Linux, macOS) the percentage of HTTPS browsing time, and
the percentage of pages loaded over HTTPS. The reported use of encryption by gmail and
Google Drive is now stable at 100%.
Similarly illustrating broad HTTPS use, a statistics page21 from the Let’s Encrypt
project reports that as of early 2020, over 90% of web pages loaded in the US by Mozilla’s
Firefox browser used HTTPS. The Let’s Encrypt project itself has greatly aided web site
deployment of HTTPS not only through free TLS server certificates, but also software tools
that simplify their acquisition and management, thus removing two deployment obstacles.
Facebook is the most recent arrival among the dominant Internet players. It rules social
networking and supports instant messaging through various products including Facebook
Messenger; includes the photo- and video-sharing service Instagram (as of 2012); and now
also WhatsApp Messenger (as of 2014, and discussed earlier), which supports instant messaging, voice and video calls. Facebook’s single sign-on (SSO) system, which provides convenient access for users as they interact with non-Facebook sites, relies on TLS to protect
user login data and access tokens in a distributed authentication and authorization infrastructure [82]. More generally, as a company whose services are network-delivered via remote
access, Facebook relies heavily on public key cryptography, as do the other Internet giants.
Apple (the company) also relies on encryption and authentication, but unlike Google
and Facebook, heavily leverages physical devices (e.g., iPhone, iPad, Mac computer) sold to
consumers to sell related software and services. Apple users rely on HTTPS in either Apple’s
own Safari browser or others (on both iOS and macOS platforms), but its business model
does not rely on, e.g., browser-generated advertising revenue as in Google’s case. Apple’s iOS
App Store, Mac App Store, and iTunes store involve download and update of digitally signed
applications, verified by the operating systems on the host hardware. With a few exceptions
(e.g., downloaded vs. streamed music and movies), Apple services and applications rely on
ubiquitous and essentially continuous connectivity. Apple’s iCloud provides cloud storage
for end-user music, photos, and documents, and cloud-based hosting of its own productivity
suite (iWork). Apple’s own mail client (Mail), which supports S/MIME, can be configured
to work with various email providers, including its own (through iCloud). Apple’s popular
proprietary instant messaging app (iMessage) uses public key technology as expected. Many
Apple products and services rely on public key cryptography, but perhaps less essentially
than its peers and competitors, due to a centralized model and control of hardware devices.
[81], while 25 Feb 2020 is when data was tabulated for this article by the author.
21 https://letsencrypt.org/stats/
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Amazon (the company) was founded in 1994, just prior to the introduction of SSL. It
began selling books online; now it sells almost everything. Amazon established a market
presence by allowing use of an existing credit card for payment over the Internet—as discussed, a specific task for which SSL was designed [71]. The rest is history, as they say.
Online shopping has dramatically changed human behavior, and how people buy goods including food. Many major retailers with physical stores are now essentially required to offer
complementary online purchasing options. Today, Amazon not only leads in e-commerce
market share, but among other activities, is a major force in cloud computing services,
through its Amazon Web Services (AWS) arm following the 2006 introduction of its Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2).
Cloud computing itself is a major technology service sector, with market revenue of over
$131 billion reported in 2015 [40]. Because the services are remote from the client, it relies
critically on cryptographic security—and with today’s implementations, this means public
key cryptography. Secure remote access of cloud services [79] is commonly accommodated
via browser (TLS), SSH, and other programmatic interfaces beyond our present scope.
We end this section quoting Hugh Williams from a 2017 interview, with what appears
to be a generally accepted view on public key cryptography [89]: “These results became the
cornerstone of Internet commerce.”

5.7

Detrimental impacts and illicit activities

As we have seen, public key cryptography has hugely benefited society, as an enabling
technology. Unfortunately like many tools, it can also be employed for activities that are
illicit or otherwise detrimental to society. Here we note a few prominent examples, either
involving human users directly or through malicious software (malware). While this issue
deserves serious attention, including by researchers, easy answers are elusive, and hasty
conclusions—such as the recurring suggestion to provide “backdoors” allowing decryption
by law enforcement authorities—should be discouraged [1]. As one rough analogy from
recent times, automobiles driven into crowds have been used to intentionally injure and kill
innocent individuals—but few societies have outlawed automobiles.
Encryption of communications, including instant messaging and email—supported by
public key cryptography’s key management—is used by criminal elements of society to hide
information about their online (and offline) activities. This of course complicates efforts by
law enforcement and other authorities to understand and stop such activities. Browser-based
tools such as Tor hide both traffic content and communications metadata (identities and
networking addresses). For data transfer between client devices and servers involving HTTP,
whereas cleartext HTTP traffic is easily monitored, encryption via HTTP over TLS (i.e.,
HTTPS) defeats basic monitoring. Thus for example, the broad support of TLS makes it a
handy tool to hide information in transit to and from web sites (or between peers) hosting
illicit content such as child pornography. TLS is used not just directly by human users, but
also by malware. A detailed empirical study of uses of TLS, published in 2018 [3], reported
that 10% of the malware samples in its dataset used TLS for network communications.
Encryption of locally stored files on computers and laptops impedes investigations and
prosecution of criminals by preventing access to stored content (that would otherwise be
stored as cleartext), even if computers are seized for evidence under legal search warrants.
A typical use of public key cryptography with stored data is as follows: a password, entered
by the user, is converted into a symmetric key, which is used to decrypt the stored private
key of a public-private key pair. The private key is then used to decrypt per-file symmetric
keys, which themselves are used for encrypting and decrypting local stored files. By this
approach, the file encryption program (e.g., a utility preparing files for backup in the cloud)
need not be trusted with a long-term master secret, using instead a public key.
Encryption is also used to hide the existence and details of ongoing computer intrusions.
For example, if enterprise computers are compromised by remote agents (outsiders), or in
cooperation with internal rogue employees (insiders), encryption facilitated by TLS or SSH
can be used to conceal the extrusion of data from enterprise computers to external machines,
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or commands sent from the remote external agents to the compromised machines within an
enterprise. Standard network-based monitoring and content analysis is impeded or entirely
defeated by such encryption.
The term botnet is used to describe a collection of compromised devices (thereafter called
robot nodes or bots). Each bot runs unauthorized software under the network-based control
of one or more remote agents called a botmaster, which communicates to the bot through
one of various command and control (C&C) messaging structures. In advanced botnets,
C&C communications (including also malware updates) are cryptographically protected,
with C&C messages often digitally signed; this stops simple reactive measures that might
otherwise easily disrupt the malware. As an example, the well known Zeus banking Trojan
malware (circa 2013) used RSA for signing C&C messages [4]. For technical reasons [74],
simpler symmetric-key based methods suffice for botnet encryption key management.
Ransomware involves the use of malicious software to extract ransom payments, which
must be sent to a remote server. A common variation relies on public key cryptography as
follows. Files on a victim’s filesystem are encrypted by malware, with the promise (often
honored) that in return for payment, decryption keys will be provided via remote network
connection, allowing the files to be restored. An essential feature of public key cryptography
here is that even if the ransomware is reverse engineered, a decryption key is not there to be
found in the software (rather, only the ransomware public key is present). This ransomware
idea, first published in 1996 [93], became reality twenty years later [94]. As one example,
the 2017 WannaCry ransomware incident infected over 200,000 Windows-based computers
across the world, e.g., shutting down computer systems at National Health Service hospitals
in the UK among many other impacts. WannaCry creates a per-victim RSA public-private
key pair as a core element of its technical design. Notably, ransomware payments are also
commonly requested in bitcoin for anonymity reasons (untraceability is a design goal of
most cryptocurrencies). Thus ransomware leverages public key cryptography several ways.
An empirical study published in 2019 [2] looking at beyond-browser uses of TLS, including illicit uses of Tor, noted a steady increase in Tor use in the study’s historical database of
malware samples. An early example of a Tor hidden service that attracted media attention
was Silk Road [8], an anonymous online marketplace that operated between 2011 and 2013,
largely selling controlled substances including both prescription and non-medicinal drugs;
payments were settled in bitcoin, hindering traceability. Also specifically regarding hidden
services accessible via Tor, a study based on data collected in 2013 [5] reported that 44% of
the hidden services involved selling at least one of: drugs, adult content, fraud or counterfeit products (including stolen account credentials, credit card details, fake passports), or
weapons. Other miscellaneous services included money laundering. The same report notes:
The number of hidden services with illegal content or devoted to illegal activities and the number of other hidden services (devoted to human rights, freedom
of speech, anonymity, security, etc.) is almost the same [...] Statistics of the
popularity of hidden services look more distressing, however. The most popular
onion addresses are command and control centers of botnets and resources serving adult content. The Silk Road market place is among 20 most popular hidden
services.
Another paper exploring Tor hidden services, from 2016 [67], finds generally similar hidden
service categories, also noting for example bitcoin services (allowing bitcoin acquisition using
mainstream payment forms, and also laundering). A 2017 paper [30] reports finding 23,585
onion sites presenting hidden services.22 There remains disagreement as to what extent Tor
is used for illegal versus beneficent use, and also on the number of hidden services sites—a
number difficult to measure accurately, given that the design intent is hidden, anonymous
services (within some context of the meaning of those words).
Beyond hidden services, a broader general concern is growth of online underground
economies [83]. These would be especially challenging to disrupt if run entirely on a cur22 While

the analysis tools may have missed some sites, this number may also over-estimate the actual
number, if what is counted is unique advertised addresses rather than distinct onion services.
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rency of untraceable cash. An ecosystem out of view of traditional banking oversight removes the ability to track organized crime through regulation-driven monitoring of currency
transactions. On the other hand, monetization typically involves use of conventional banking systems at some point. For example, conventional credit cards are relied on in many
Internet-based schemes that extract payments from users on false premises (e.g., fake antivirus products, sales of counterfeit software and pharmaceuticals). Evidence suggests that
many such networks can be effectively disrupted by disabling the conventional bank accounts used by a small number of merchants [55]. It should be noted also that many of
these activities need not rely specifically on public key cryptography, and use conventional
credit cards rather than cryptocurrencies.
The above is meant to give an illustrative set, rather than an exhaustive list, of negative
impacts that may be attributed in some way to public key cryptography. Other examples
exist, with a relative severity of impact that is often subjective, such as in the case of using
VPNs to evade geographic-based content licensing—e.g., Netflix users in Europe desiring
access to US-based Netflix programming might use an origin-hiding VPN or proxy service
to access US servers. A main point is that public key cryptography, including that which
facilitates encryption and anonymity, is available for use by all elements of society.

6

Concluding remarks

In 1988, Diffie wrote about “a search for ways of transplanting our current social and business
mechanisms to a world in which communication is primarily telecommunication” [14]. Now
over three decades later, it is clear that the search has been fruitful.
On being asked in a 2011 interview how today’s world would be different without public
key cryptography, Merkle answered [70]:
It would be more difficult and more expensive to provide secure communications
and more difficult to provide authentication information in this global network
that we have. It would still be possible, but it would be more difficult and we’d
have to work harder to get it.
This raises the point that public key cryptography greatly simplifies and facilitates encryption and data authentication, compared to alternatives that use solely symmetric-key
cryptography. This is important because in practice, high cost and complexity often result
in solutions or services not being developed or used (especially those intended to be free, or
for non-technical users). However, some systems that rely solely on symmetric key management techniques have succeeded in practice. One massive-scale example is GSM (discussed
earlier); another is the Kerberos authentication infrastructure [65]. Notably, both are centralized systems with corresponding architectures and assumptions (e.g., trust in a central
authority). Indeed, symmetric-key only alternatives (albeit with drawbacks) exist for various
security mechanisms, and were much discussed in the late 1970s, with Merkle introducing
several including digital signature schemes based solely on symmetric-key techniques [58].
While public key cryptography has enabled convenient and ubiquitous symmetric key
encryption by greatly simplifying key management, it is harder to prove that in its absence,
symmetric key encryption would not have enjoyed broad adoption through support by some
other (less convenient, more costly) means to manage its keying material. Public key cryptography’s role as an enabler nonetheless appears to have been enormous—and as Diffie
has pointed out, it is not evident that its key management potential was recognized by the
GCHQ in their original discovery reports. One may also observe that, given government
policy at the time to suppress rather than promote use of strong cryptography, there is no
reason to believe the UK government would have publicized their findings on public key
cryptography, in the absence of the discoveries by Diffie, Hellman, and others.
The digital signature is an underrated star in this story. Public key signatures and the
co-star they enable, public key certificates, are central to modern authentication schemes
for both entities and data objects including software updates. They facilitate authenticated
key management in SSH, TLS, VPNs, and secure email and secure messaging schemes. For
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a variety of reasons, the use of public key signatures as a legally recognized replacement for
handwritten signatures has been less of a success, and to date still largely a failure if judged
against grand visions of cryptographers in the 1990s. However, the overall success of digital
signatures for authentication applications has been spectacular.
Public key cryptography has resulted in major changes to computer and communication
technologies. As discussed, in applications such as secure messaging, security and privacy
have been greatly enhanced, but with relatively little noticeable impact on our lives. In
other cases, the technology changes have, in turn, had large impacts that are social, economic, political, and even environmental in nature. For example, telecommuting is unlikely
to have received broad employer support without secure remote access technology; public
key has thus arguably impacted working habits, work-life relationships, and location choices
for both individual homes and business offices. The March 2020 escalation of the COVID19 pandemic due to the SARS-CoV-2 virus highlighted the critical importance of secure
and dependable remote communications infrastructure for society, with this infrastructure
relied on more heavily than ever before in history, and beyond its prior use by a substantially smaller fraction of work-from-home employees [24]. Nonetheless to this date, the most
visible impact of public key cryptography on society has generally been viewed as its enablement of e-commerce, including online financial transactions and shopping (with payment by
traditional credit cards or newer electronic methods). Whether or not new applications of
greater prominence emerge, the impact of public key cryptography on society has clearly
been immense.
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